ABSTRACT. In this paper, we study alternative algebras A over a commutative, associative ring R with identity. When Ais finitely generated as an /{-module, we define the radical / of A. We show that matrix units and split Cayley algebras can be lifted from A// to A when R is a Hensel ring. We also prove the following Wedderburn theorem: Let \ be an alternative algebra over a complete local ring R of equal characteristic. Suppose A is finitely generated as an R-module, and A// is separable over R (R the residue class field of R). Then there exists an R-subalgebra S of A such that S + J-Aand Sn/ = 0.
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Introduction. Let A denote an alternative algebra over a field R. Let / denote the radical of A. It is well known that the Wedderburn theorem holds for alternative algebras. That is, if A is finite dimensional over R, and A// is separable over R, then there exists a separable subalgebra S of A such that S © / = A. If A is associative, the author in [4] has generalized this result to the case where R is a split Hensel ring. The purpose of this paper is to obtain similar results for alternative algebras over complete local rings R of equal characteristic.
The precise result is as follows: Let R be a complete local ring of equal characteristic. Let R denote the residue class field of R. Let A be an alternative algebra over R such that A is finitely generated as an R-module and, A// (/ the radical of A) is separable over R. Then there exists an R-subalgebra S of A
(1) x2y = x(xy), yx2 = (yx)x for all x, y £ A.
It is not absolutely necessary to assume A has an identity under multiplication.
In the process of proving the main results of this paper, we could always first adjoin an identity to A. But for convenience we shall always assume A contains an identity.
By the center C(A) of A, we shall, as usual, mean the collection of all elements c in A which both commute and associate with all elements of A. We are now ready for the following definition:
A is an /<-algebra if there exists a ring homomorphism 0: R->C(A) such that Oil) is the identity of A. From now on we shall suppress 0 and simply write rA instead of 0(r)A, r £ R and A e A. If A is an R-algebra, then A is naturally an R-module.
In particular, an ideal / C A is an R-submodule of A, i.e. RJ C /. We say A is free, finitely generated, flat etc.
over R if A is free, finitely generated, flat etc. as an R-module. Throughout this paper, we assume that all ring homomorphisms of any rings in question which have identities take the identity to the identity. By an /<-algebra homomorphism from A to another alternative algebra A over R, we shall mean an algebra homomorphism which is also an R-module homomorphism. In any case, we note that we have defined the radical of A for only those alternative algebras which are finitely generated over R. We shall need the following facts about /. Proof. Consider the subalgebra of A generated by x and y, i.e. R[x, y].
Since y is the quasi-inverse of x, yx = xy = x + y. Thus, R[x, y] is a commutative, associative ring. Since A is finitely generated over R, it follows from e. e,, = e... Since e.. = e. and ?7(e..) = i".., the proof is complete. G ¿z'; ~ V*;7 " ; = *</ " *7 + *,/a; = hijaj ■ Therefore, (9) is proven.
(10) follows from (9) and the fact that a', is a polynomial in a.. We first note that ia., h.., a) = 0. Thus using (9), we have One can now directly argue that ie.. -a., h..a., e.. -a.) = 0. Thus, multiplying both sides of (12) by (e" -a A, we get
Since a. + a' -a'.'a. = 0, we get a. = (-a .)(e.. -a.). Thus using (9), (13) We can now prove P21 ^12 = e2 2" We ^rst note tnat ^ anc* ^10^ imPÍy ¿*12 =(ell-aíU12 =¿12-aíe12=¿12-¿12a2 * *12(«22 " -2*' ThuS« ^21 ?12 = We22 -fl2)] = (Ä21 *12)(e22 " "P = (ß22~ ß2)(e22 " "P = e22' Throughout this section, we assume R is a split local ring.
Thus, R = R/m is imbedded in R via some ring monomorphism e. We shall drop t and consider R as contained in R. Proof. We had noted in the preliminaries that a complete local ring R of equal characteristic contains a copy of its residue class field R. We choose a copy of R in R and regard A as an R-algebra via this copy. 
